
PSYC 105 NOTES 

 

Week 1 - LANGUAGE AND HUMANS PART 1 

 Chomsky's Theory: Universal Grammar. All languages share universal features. Language 

innate and brain genetically programmed to learn language. 

 Goal of linguists: 1) Discover universal properties that underlie all languages 2) Use 

theory of Universal Grammar to describe the grammar of individual languages. 3) To 

discover properties of language acquisition device which is the system in brains that 

allow us to learn first and other languages.  

 Language Acquisition Device: Infants born with LAD. Specific linguistic input required. 

(child's exposure to language) to develop mental grammar of the language. Languages 

vary in grammatical rules, sound systems and vocabulary but acquired at similar rates 

due to being born with structures in our brain-Chomsky.  

 Behaviourist View: Skinner proposed that language learned through conditioning. 

Children imitate spoken language and learn through + and - reinforcement.  

 Characteristics of Language Acquisition (LA): All normal kids acquire 'local' (what's in 

their environment) language. LA is rapid. Explicit teaching is unnecessary. Kids pass 

through same steps in LA e.g. same first sounds and errors for different languages.  

 Characteristics of Language Users: 

 Linguistic competence: Knowledge of rule systems of the language. Either Intuitive 

grammar: rules used but speaker can't describe rules, tacit knowledge. Formal 

grammar: Precise statement of rules formulated by linguists. 

 Linguistic Performance: Usage of language usually imperfect. Child speech shows 

competence-performance discrepancy where they have competence (clear idea in 

hear) but not performance (speaking aloud is messed up in expression) 

 Units of Language: 

 (1) Phoneme: shortest segments of speech. It is speech sound that we hear. If 

changed it  changes word meaning. E.g. cat consists of 3 phonemes. Change 'c' to 'b' 

and new word and meaning. There are consonant and vowel phonemes. 'Light' has 3 

phonemes, letters and phonemes clearly different. The sound systems of a language 

is a set of phonemes discriminated and used by the speakers of that language. Some 

languages have phonemes we don't have e.g. Japanese doesn't discriminate 

between 'l' and 'r'. Hard to learn proper pronunciation and recognition of phonemes 

after puberty. 

 (2) Morpheme: Smallest unit of meaning out of which words can be made. Free 

morphemes are units that stand alone and have meaning e.g. cat, the big. Bound 

morphemes are connected to free morphemes and modify meaning e.g. '-s' for 

plural, 'un-' for negation. Gives meaning but on its own doesn't make sense. 



 (3) Sentence: sequence of 2 or more words combined according to syntactic rules of 

language. Must have at least one noun phrase and one verb phrase e.g. they run.  

 Stages of Language Acquisition:  

 Babbling at 6 months. Sound using motor  skills but no imitation. 

 One word utterance at 1 year 

 Two word utterance at 1.5 years 

 Word Inflexions e.g. plural at 2 years 

 Questions, negatives at 2.5+ years 

 Complete syntax at 5 years 

 Phonological development: Vowels acquired before consonants. Over time, sound 

becomes closer to sound of adults. Consonants learnt in different order e.g. m, n are 

early. But j, th are late. Early consonant clusters are s + nasal (n, m). Also s+ stop (t, k). 

Can't program many phonemes at start e.g. banana say 'nana'. They hear 'ba' but ca't 

reproduce. 

 One-word stage: early words are names, objects. Holophrastic: single words may 

express statements dependant on context e.g. 'shoe' can mean different things 

depending on situation. Vocab acquisition---> Expressive Vocab Acquisition are words 

child can produce in own speech, often learned after single exposure known as 'fast-

mapping' and may recall appropriately after weeks. Receptive vocab acquisition is 

where child can recognise but haven't yet produced in own speech e.g. point to eyes but 

can't say word in speech.  

 Two-word stage: structure of utterance. E.g. N + V (dad  eat), V+N (daddy shoe), more + 

N (more milk), no + N (all gone kitty) 

 Three-word stage: structure of utterance.  

 Recombinations e.g. agent +action+ object (mummy eat cookie). Previously only 

able to say agent + action/action + object.  Also agent + action + location (mummy 

sleep chair). 

 Expansions to describe in more detail. E.g. eat big cookie makes more complex. 

 Use of Inflexions: 

  Present progressive (-ing) 

 plural of nouns (-s) 

 past tense verbs (-ed) 

 possessive noun ('s) 

 third person verb (-s) 

 Give foreign word to see if they understand rule e.g. wug and wugs. 

 Verb-Past tense rule acquisition: Kids learn rule and apply to all e.g. run is runned. 

Initially resistant to irregular forms but eventually learn. Failure to imitate as teacher 

says held but child says holded.  

 LA: Elicited Production: wanna instead of want to is not always interchangeable. In 

experiment only 1 child used wanna inappropriately. Kids learn difference between 

correct use of contraction and incorrect use. 


